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The aim of these two workshops is to make economics
easier, less complicated and more accessible. 

 
With our world at political, technological and financial
tipping points, economics has never been so important

to all of us and yet, it’s made inaccessible and
complicated by so many.



Decent Work, Economic Growth
& Income Inequality

Part 1



1.1 
What is decent work & economic growth

& why does it matter?



Icons are
everywhere; some
are so powerful

and universal that
we instantly

recognize that
they represent a
brand, product,
or message,

without the need
for any words. 

What stories, targets or messages might 
these seven icons be trying to convey?

https://www.globalgoals.org/8-decent-work-and-economic-growth


Using opposites to
make sense of SDG
8. What would the
opposite look like?

Sustained
economic growth

Inclusive economic
growth

Sustainable
economic growth

Full employment

Productive
employment

Decent work



UN Report

https://www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment/economic-growth/


1.2 

Is GDP our best measure 

of economic progress?



VC

How is the visualization
connected to something

you know about? 
 

What new ideas or
impressions do you have

that extended your
thinking in new

directions? 
 

What is challenging or
confusing? What do you

wonder about?

https://www.visualcapitalist.com/the-88-trillion-world-economy-in-one-chart/


The $88 Trillion World Economy in One Chart
 

The global economy can seem like an abstract concept, yet it influences our
everyday lives in both obvious and subtle ways. Nowhere is this clearer than

in the current economic state amid the throes of the pandemic.
 

This voronoi-style visualization from HowMuch relies on gross domestic
product (GDP) data from the World Bank to paint a picture of the global

economy—which crested $87.8 trillion in 2019.
 

https://howmuch.net/articles/the-world-economy-2019
https://databank.worldbank.org/data/download/GDP.pdf


What values,
lifestyles and
points of
view are
represented
in, or
omitted
from, this
data?



What is
GDP?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iLom1WlqwS0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iLom1WlqwS0




The "beauty" of gross domestic product (GDP) is its single figure. It squishes all of human activity into a
couple of digits, like a frog jammed into a matchbox. As this image of an unfortunate amphibian suggests,
this condensing is also GDP’s flaw. 

How can the sum total of everything we do as human beings be so condensed and compressed? 

How can our national economic activity be combined with something as complex, nuanced and
contested as our wellbeing?

GDP's inventor Simon Kuznets was adamant that his measure had nothing to do with wellbeing. But too
often we confuse the two. For seven decades, gross domestic product has been the global elite’s go-to
number. Fast growth, as measured by GDP, has been considered a mark of success in its own right, rather
than as a means to an end, no matter how the fruits of that growth are invested or shared. 

If something has to be sacrificed to get GDP growth moving, whether it be clean air, public services, or
equality of opportunity, then so be it.

What is economic success? Is GDP the measurement we need in 2021 and beyond?



It is critically important we monitor societal progress and design responsive
policies to 21st century challenges, such as climate change, the
marginalization of more than a billion people, resource depletion and
emerging pollution-driven health crises. 

We need reliable metrics to know how we are performing on the health of
our economy, sustainability and social harmony.

Unfortunately, our radar to track progress is far from satisfactory. Countries
still use a 20th-century metric to measure wellbeing: Gross Domestic
Product, or GDP.

                                 
  - World Economic Forum

https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2018/11/forget-gdp-for-the-21st-century-we-need-a-modern-economic-measure/


1.3 

If GDP is completely broken, 

is it time to focus on inequality instead?



What's the story of this infographic?



225 450 750 2000



$$ Monthly budget for
a family of four



 STEP BACK

What did you notice about how your own perspective 
affects how you take somebody else’s perspective?

STEP IN

What do you think this person might feel ,  bel ieve, know, or
experience? What was your strategy during this s imulat ion?

 STEP OUT

What else would you l ike or need to learn to understand this
person’s perspective better? What questions do you st i l l  have?

Active Listening, Respectful Dialogue



Factfulness



Factfulness



Factfulness



Factfulness



Social & Environmental Costs of Choices



 STEP BACK

Is economic inequal ity fair? Is it  just a real ity of l i fe? Why or why not?

How important do you think economic inequal ity is toward solving other SDGs?

STEP IN

When you were choosing what to buy, did you think about the environmental &
social impacts? Why or why not? 

 STEP OUT

What have you learned about how different economic choices 
affect social and environmental factors?

Active Listening, Respectful Dialogue



Is this a more accurate visualization?



See

Think

Wonder



Think

Feel

Care



Extension: Our World in Data

https://ourworldindata.org/income-inequality


Rethinking Economics: 
Adapting to the Social & Environmental 

Consequences of Economic Choices

Part 2 (next session)



Part 2 

Doughnut
Economics:
Why, 

What, 
How



a



Social & Environmental Costs of Choices



How might you envision alternative measure of
well-being & describe what it includes?

Is it time to end our fixation with GDP & Growth?
The Limitations of GDP

https://www.theguardian.com/news/2019/jun/17/is-time-to-end-our-fixation-with-gdp-and-growth
https://www.khanacademy.org/economics-finance-domain/ap-macroeconomics/economic-iondicators-and-the-business-cycle/limitations-of-gdp/a/lesson-summary-the-limitations-of-gdp


What might be going
on here that is

different than focusing
solely on GDP?







Parts
Purposes 
Complexities

What are the various parts and
components of this economic model
or tool? 

What might be the purpose of each
of these parts and how do you think
they were identified? 

How do you see this economic model
or tool being interconnected?

Why do you think this economic
model or tool was created in
contrast to what we've learned
about GDP?

W
ha

t is d
o
ug
hnut e

co
no
m
ics?

F i r s t  I m p r e s s i o n s

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ziw-wK03TSw






 b



7  W a y s  t o  T h i n k  L i k e  a
2 1 s t - C e n t u r y  E c o n o m i s t

1  m i n u t e  v i d e o s

https://doughnuteconomics.org/tools-and-stories/2














c



Link

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2pl-xlIKgak










How familiar are you with this dimension of the Doughnut? 

How does it show up in your life or something connected to your life? 

How might this dimension vary across the world?

Systems thinking:

- Once you have your card, move into a Zoom room and meet a small group

- In your group, take it in turns to share your dimension of the Doughnut with
the other people. Aim for about one minute each.

- Then take a further couple of minutes to reflect on the many possible
connections between your dimensions, also thinking about the directionality
of the connection. What cause & effects might exist?

PDF

https://dealstorage.ams3.digitaloceanspaces.com/4ob1k7dl4ktdwu0ugnwv4hftnpuh?response-content-disposition=inline%3B%20filename%3D%22Dimensions%20of%20the%20Doughnut.pdf%22%3B%20filename%2A%3DUTF-8%27%27Dimensions%2520of%2520the%2520Doughnut.pdf&response-content-type=application%2Fpdf&X-Amz-Algorithm=AWS4-HMAC-SHA256&X-Amz-Credential=CTDDGL7SPMVVB2WUVYH6%2F20210504%2Fams3%2Fs3%2Faws4_request&X-Amz-Date=20210504T102934Z&X-Amz-Expires=300&X-Amz-SignedHeaders=host&X-Amz-Signature=00de889aeb5472a67d1cabcc492e0597083758761f1a0143963d06f1bf8b7796




d



E = Excited 
What excites you about Doughnut Economics? What’s the upside? 

W = Worrisome 
What do you find worrisome about Doughnut Economics? What’s the downside? 

N = Need to Know 
What else do you need to know or find out about Doughnut Economics? 
What additional information would help you to evaluate things? 

S = Stance or Suggestion for Moving Forward 
What is your current stance or opinion on Doughnut Economics?
How might you move forward in your evaluation of this idea or proposition?



How might we
collaborate with local
partners?

How might we
downscale the Doughnut
at FIS?



Y o u n g  L e a r n e r s
E c o n o m i c s  T o o l k i t

Send a Clear Visual Message: Icons & Infographics
Understand Essential Language: Opposites

Redefine Success & Well-Being: Move Beyond GDP 

Make Sense of Economic Inequality: Connect Data with Human Stories
Think Like a 21st Century Economist: Doughnut Economics

Think Through the Lens of Complex Systems: 
Social & Ecological Interdependence

"Glocalize" a Global Framework: Downscaling
 


